Abstract-We propose an approach for combining two decompositions in power system simulation, temporal and spatial, with a goal to achieve faster simulation time than utilizing either one of them alone. The proposed approach builds upon the structure of the Parareal algorithm for temporal decomposition and explores an efficient way of embedding the spatial decomposition into its coarse and fine solutions. This introduces two types of simultaneous parallelism in power system simulations -parallelism between system areas and between coarse integration intervals for time integration. The results from the application of the proposed approach are shown on a two-area system comprised of the IEEE 16-machine, 68-bus, and the IEEE 50-machine, 145-bus system.
INTRODUCTION
A wide range of time constants exist in a power system. To properly represent the desired details of its dynamic behavior, appropriate time integration time steps are necessary. There are two types of power system simulation methods. One is time domain simulation which uses instantaneous values from the sinusoidal waveforms to represent system state variables. Such method is used in simulation of fast electromagnetic transients. Another approach is the dynamic, phasor-based power system simulation [1] , [2] . In the latter, all states are represented with their magnitude and phase instead of their instantaneous values. For slower, transient and dynamic stability studies, phasor-based simulation has been proven effective in connecting the electromagnetic and electromechanical phenomena [3] . In this paper, phasor-based representation is used to accurately simulate electromechanical dynamics in absence of fast-acting electronic devices.
Parareal in time is a multiple shooting method that decomposes time into large intervals (coarse intervals) and integrates the solution within each coarse interval using smaller intervals (fine intervals) in parallel to make the solution of each coarse interval converge to the true solution through several iterations. If it takes K iterations to make the solution converge and the number of coarse intervals is M, this method achieves an M/K times [4] theoretical speedup over sequential integration using step-size equal to that for the fine solution.
The Parareal in time approach provides only one dimension of decomposition -temporal, i.e. decomposition in time. To further improve the execution time performance of the numerical integration process of power system dynamic simulation, another dimension of decomposition, spatial decomposition, can be considered.
Spatial decomposition, as the name implies, uses separation of the system into two or more areas. In the simplest case of two areas, the system is typically divided between a study area and an external area. The numerical integration of each area is carried out simultaneously but, instead of treating them as two independent systems, information is exchanged at the boundary (interface) of the two areas to maintain the accuracy of the solution for the entire system. The solution at the boundary is obtained by considering the input from both areas. This calculation is done at every numerical integration step, thus keeping the integrity of the whole system even though each area is being simulated separately in parallel. If the system is decomposed into N areas and the time for boundary synchronization is negligible, then the theoretical speedup of the parallel simulation would be N times faster than simulation of the whole system. Several recent papers in the power system simulation research employ temporal decomposition [4] - [6] . Parareal algorithm is used in [4] and [5] . Spatial decomposition and nonlinear model reduction is used in [7] . Both temporal decomposition and spatial decomposition methods can achieve comparable accuracy to sequential simulation while reducing the computing time. Therefore, it is logical to combine them in order to achieve even better performance which, theoretically, could be NM/K. Notice The key contribution of this paper is an effective procedure for information exchange among the two types of parallelism, in other words, an effective embedding of the spatial decomposition into Parareal in time algorithm.
The paper is organized as follows: section II compares the existing parallel approaches to the proposed combined approach; section III introduces the basic procedure of spatial decomposition in power system simulation; section IV discusses an effective way of embedding the spatial decomposition into Parareal in time algorithm; section V shows results from the application of the proposed approach on a system comprised of the IEEE 16-machine 68-bus system and the IEEE 50-machine 145-bus system; conclusions are drawn in section VI.
II. EXISTING PARALLEL APPROACHES FOR POWER SYSTEM SIMULATION
The rapid increase of modern power grids' complexity demands more efficient simulation methods. Although sequential numerical integration approaches are still the first choice of most power system simulation software, the power industry has expressed interest in alternative approaches that can improve power system simulation's time performance. In authors' opinion, power systems have two characteristics that limit the speedup of their simulation, namely, the tight coupling between state variables and the wide range of time constants. Any new simulation approach has to address these two characteristics in order to achieve a better performance than sequential numerical integration methods. Power system state variables can be tightly coupled and is not easy to apply appropriate parallel algorithms. Paper [8] proposes a Newtonbased time parallel methods. Paper [9] applies waveform relaxation approach to implement parallelism through state variables by assuming and correcting corresponding waveforms. However, due to the sequential nature of time evolution and coupling between state variables, both Newtonbased time parallel methods and waveform relaxation approach have limited degree of freedom for parallelism. A parallel multigrid reduction in time approach for power system simulation is proposed in [10] . For this approach, when the number of grids is equal to two, it is equivalent to Parareal in time approach. All of these approaches require several iterations to correct the assumed solution to the true value. When the iteration number exceeds the number of parallel tasks, there is no benefit to the parallelism. As stated, the proposed approach uses the combination of the spatial and temporal decomposition to take advantage of all the degrees of freedom for parallelism available in power system simulation.
III. SPATIAL DECOMPOSITION IN POWER SYSTEM
The spatial decomposition follows the approach proposed in [7] . Given a whole power system shown in Fig. 1a , the two individual subsystems can be defined as shown in Fig. 1b and The spatial decomposition procedure is implemented as shown in Fig. 2 . Each subsystem is first simulated independently to find its solution for a given time period. When a preset time for matching up the boundary is reached, the two subsystems will exchange the information of the voltage phasors at the boundary buses and solve (1) using Newton's method as proposed in [7] . ,1 , This spatial decomposition structure allows the parallelism across different subsystems. However, the frequency of boundary bus information exchange is the key to maintaining an acceptable accuracy. These spatial information exchanges have to be properly designed to be compatible with the temporal information exchanges introduced the by Parareal in time algorithm. The following section addresses this problem.
IV. EMBEDING SPATIAL DECOMPOSITION IN PARAREAL IN TIME ALGORITHM
The Parareal in time approach has 3 main steps: initial coarse propagation, and iterative fine and coarse propagations.
A. Initial Coarse Propagation
The purpose of initial coarse propagation is to generate a fast but less accurate solution of the system, to be used as a starting point for later corrections. This is given with (2). In practice, any combination of these three types of simplifications would give the coarse solver speed advantage at the cost of losing certain degree of accuracy.
This step tolerates a simpler solver and longer coarse time increment for integration. The propagation along time axis is sequential with optional parallelization of spatial areas. In the ideal theoretical speedup of the Parareal algorithm, the initial coarse propagation takes negligible time (compared to the overall required time). Hence, it is preferable to simulate different areas in parallel to make the actual speedup closer to the theoretical. However, the larger coarse interval size delays the boundary information exchange between the different areas. The inaccuracy of the initial coarse solution is, therefore, due to not only the simpler solver and larger integration steps (coarse intervals), but also the delayed boundary information exchange. The additional inaccuracy caused by the latter can become "the final drop" that leads to the divergence of the coarse propagations that follow up. Therefore, in this paper, the initial coarse propagation is sequential both spatially and temporally.
B. Fine Propagation
The fine propagation function has two levels of parallelism. The first level is the parallelism within the coarse intervals. For each iteration, the fine solution is propagated within all the coarse intervals simultaneously. The second level is the parallelism between the different spatial areas within each coarse interval. In the second level, unlike the typical spatial decomposition approach, the boundary synchronization is skipped to minimize the communication between processors for the entire fine propagation function given with (3). ( , , )
where ˆn U is the system state obtained from the fine solver at time n T , and t Δ is the fine solver's integration stepsize.
The fine solver corrects the initial solution. The fine solution propagates over each coarse interval in each iteration. The difference between the new fine solution and the last coarse solution is used for the later coarse propagation.
The essence of both spatial decomposition method and temporal decomposition method is to, first, separate the entire task into independent tasks to yield a set of less accurate solutions, and, then, correct them by exchanging information between the tasks.
For the Parareal in time approach, the first step is designed to be the fine propagation and the second step is the coarse propagation. In the former, the communication between tasks is limited to the minimum. The correction of the mismatches between tasks is left to the coarse propagation. To integrate spatial with temporal decomposition, the same principle has been followed. For each fine interval, the mismatch between areas is kept without correction. This design sacrifices the accuracy of the fine solution for independency of tasks. The loss of accuracy is temporary as the mismatches between areas (spatial) and coarse intervals (temporal) are corrected together in the coarse propagation function later.
C. Coarse Propagation
The coarse propagation function is temporally sequential, because it needs to link all the coarse intervals along time axis and correct the mismatch. This function is expressed with (6).
where n U is the system state obtained from the coarse solver at time n T , and T Δ is the same coarse solver integration stepsize as before.
The difference from the fine propagation is used to update the coarse solution as given in (7).
The spatial parallelism is optional in this step, depending on the complexity of the system. The boundary information exchange is integrated into this function to correct the spatial mismatch. In terms of accuracy, either propagating the coarse solution from different areas simultaneously or one by one gives the same solution. At the first glance, the spatial parallelism should be a preferable choice. But after taking a closer look at the structure of the coarse propagation, it can be noticed that the tasks of simulating different areas are not as independent as they are in the fine propagation. If the spatial parallelism is implemented, all processors have to communicate for each integration step (coarse interval). This means the task assigned for each processor is just one step of integration of one area (in contrast, in the case of fine propagation each processor has Nf fine steps of N areas to compute), which could be too trivial a task to assign an individual processor to. When the task for each processor is too simple to run, the communication overhead may outweigh the computational time gain and the parallelism may become impractical. However, if the system is very large, one step of integration of one area is already a heavy task, in which case it is still worth to implement spatial parallelism in the coarse propagation function. In this paper, since the system used is relatively small, the iterative coarse propagation is sequential both spatially and temporally.
V. CASE STUDY
The test system is created by connecting the IEEE 16-machine 68-bus system (area 1 as study) to the IEEE 50-machine 145-bus system (area 2 as external) through buses 1, 2, 3, respectively, in each area shown in Fig. 3 . A fault is applied at bus 6 in area 1, and cleared by tripping line 6-11 at its near and remote end after 0.05s and 0.1s, respectively. The same test system has been used in [7] . The coarse interval is set at 0.01 s for pre-fault and during-fault simulation, and 0.03 s for after fault simulation. The fine interval is set as 0.001 s, for pre-fault and during-fault simulation, and 0.003 s for after fault simulation. The 15 s simulation period is comprised of 512 coarse intervals, each coarse interval is comprised of 10 fine intervals. The solution converges in 2 iterations. The simulation results for all generator rotor angles in the study area are shown in Fig. 4 . The simulation results from the proposed approach agree well with those from the sequential simulation of the whole system. As shown in TABLE I, using the combined spatial-temporal decomposition Parareal approach can achieve 12.2 times theoretical speedup. This is only slightly better overall than the plain Parareal, but the important thing is that there is about 33% improvement in the parallel fine steps. This result can be further improved with better partitioning and using multiple areas instead of two. Fig. 5 shows that the majority of the computing time is comprised of initial and iterative course sequential propagations. This means that there is still quite a bit of room left for further improvement in the performance of both Parareal approaches.
To test the generality of the spatial decomposition, a fault that excites inter-area mode [11] has also been studied. Using the small signal analysis tool from power system toolbox (PST) [12] , a 3-phase fault on bus 19 in area 1, cleared by tripping line 19-20 at the near and remote end after 0.05s and 0.1s, respectively, has been identified to excite a 0.7 Hz oscillation between machine 3 in area 2 and machines 4, 6, 7 and 9 in area 1. The compass plot of the rotor angle terms of the inter-area mode eigenvector is shown in Fig. 6 . The simulation results for this case are shown in Fig. 7 . Again, the proposed approach is as accurate as the sequential simulation of the whole system. This confirms the validity of the proposed approach that it can provide accurate simulation results for not only the contingencies that excite local oscillation modes in certain area, but also the contingencies that excite inter-area oscillations and may be challenging to capture in the decomposed system. Fig. 7 . Comparison of relative rotor angles (machine 13 in area 1 as reference) of machines 4, 6, 7 and 9 in area 1 and machine 3 in area 2 from sequential simulation (blue curves) and from spatial-temporal decomposition (red curves).
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper we propose a guideline for combining the spatial decomposition approach with the Parareal in time method. The combined spatial and temporal decomposition approach achieves better performance than using either one of them alone. The proposed approach has been applied to a composite system created by combining the IEEE 16-machine, 68-bus system with the IEEE 50-machine, 145-bus system. The simulation results show that the proposed method can improve the time efficiency while obtaining same accuracy of the simulation results. Future work will focus on reducing the relatively long coarse solution propagation times. A more efficient way of propagating the coarse solution will be developed to fully realize the potential of the combined approach.
